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What is this presentation? 
1. How mapping ARIA (Axbl Rich Internet Application) design 
patterns
2. to storyboard & components 
3. created rough style guides and pattern libraries to foster 
predictable, accessible web experiences.
Who is this for?
● Want more from documentation
● Documenting new / innovative web experiences
● The Designer <-> Developer “in-betweeners” 3
Genesis: Reviewing Axy Design Patterns… 
using only still images?
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Lessons Learned
1. Simple definition of axy
2. Self-evident vs self-explanatory
3. Documentation = self-explanatory
4. Future applications? 
What is this?
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1) Simple Definition
What does it do?
● Goal of technology is to be self-evident;
○ “average user will know what it is, and how 
to use it.” 
● When not feasible, make it self-explanatory.
○ Where documentation comes in.
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2) Self-Evident vs Self-Explanatory
Style Guides  (e.g. material.io)
Dictates
● Hierarchy
● Consistency
● “Names”
● UI Components
● E.g. label
“What is this?” clues.
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Pattern Libraries (e.g. WAI)
Establishes
● Expected outcomes when 
interacting with components.
● Conext to information / 
hierarchy.
● E.g. form.
“What does this do clues.
3) Documentation = Self-Explanatory
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4) Future applications?
● Better note taking for designers helps developers understand 
context (and pick appropriate programmatic solutions).
● Creates a base layer “OER” documentation that accepts other 
skins on top. 
● What is this + What does it do = user experience...
○ ...pattern libraries =?= expected behaviors...
○ Expected behavior of technology + modifying them == 
Behavioral psychology of machines?
○ AI? Machine Learning?
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Thanks!
Eric Nambo
Contact information
➢ nambo@pdx.edu
➢ 503.725.9119
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